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At the beginning of 2020, I had 25 employees.
At the beginning of 2021, I had 65 employees.
Today, I have 18.
Here’s the story of how it happened, what I learned, and why I feel more positive about the
future of LaunchBoom than I ever have before.
This story was hard for me to write. The last 2.5 years have been a rollercoaster of emotions.
The peaks were high and the lows were very low.
It feels raw and vulnerable sharing this story, but I also have never felt more clear and confident.
So I think it’s the perfect time to share it with you along with my biggest lessons.
Warning, this is very long!
I’d love for you to read it right now, but I also made it into a PDF so you can read it later. Just
click here to download it.
Alright, let’s dive in!

Getting ready for takeoff
At the beginning of 2020, there were 25 of us at LaunchBoom. We had just grown our revenue
by 35% YoY and I was feeling very positive going into the new year.
The year started like normal. We went to CES in Las Vegas. Our team was hard at work
preparing to launch our Q1 crowdfunding campaigns. I was also deep into writing my first book
called CROWDFUNDED.
Then some oddities started happening. I remember being on a call with our client Benson at
Shiftcam. He worked in China and told me that this COVID-19 thing was getting really serious
there. While trying to empathize with him, I was also telling myself that there was no way this
was something we had to worry about.
You already know I was wrong.
In April, things started to get really serious around the world. Fear was palpable. My team was
scared, our clients were scared, and so was I.

I prepared a presentation for my team (and myself) to explain LaunchBoom’s strategy in the era
of COVID-19. What were we going to do in the face of so much uncertainty and fear?
I realized that no one in the crowdfunding space knew what the hell was going on or what they
should do. But everyone was looking for answers and someone to follow. So that was our
strategy: lean in & lead.
The crux of our strategy was to provide education so people would feel more comfortable
navigating what was going on in the world. Here are some things we did:
●
●
●

I published my book CROWDFUNDED on April 15th, 2020.
We created the COVID-19 Crowdfunding Resource Center that provided data and
information on what we were seeing in the space.
We started having weekly webinars with other experts.

Even with all of this, I was still really uncertain about what was going to happen. But with
COVID, I feel like businesses either fell apart or exploded. We were very lucky to fall in the latter
category.

Liftoff
Between Q1 and Q3, our revenue grew by 116%. I had never experienced growth like that
before in my life. It was exciting. We were hiring like crazy and bringing in more money than
ever before.
I had a plan to structure the business in a new way. There would be four business units that
would be led by Directors and all have their own P&L. Here’s how it looked:
1.
2.
3.
4.

LaunchBoom: crowdfunding agency services
ScaleBoom: ecommerce agency services
LaunchBoom Studios: creative agency services for LaunchBoom & ScaleBoom
LaunchBoom Consulting: coaching programs for crowdfunding & ecommerce

So that’s what we did.
I hired the directors. We changed up our accounting systems. We built out middle management
layers.
By the end of 2020, we had 65 team members, had grown revenue by 78% YoY, and had a net
profit margin of 12.42%.
This all sounds pretty good on the surface, but everything changed in 2021.

A leak starts to form
In 2021, the exponential growth rate of 2020 had ended. But the team I had built was built in
anticipation of more growth. Which meant I had built a team that was too big.
In Q1 of 2021, we had over a 6-figure loss on the books. There is some seasonality to the
business, so we decided to not make any changes to the team and were able to turn a slight
8.5% profit in Q2.
But in Q3 of 2021, it was like the floor dropped out. We experienced a -64% net loss in July
which was the biggest loss I had ever experienced. The craziest part was the month before we
had 24% net profit. This really showed how unstable the market was getting.
More importantly, it showed how vulnerable the business I had built was.
Our biggest expense by far was labor. We were paying about $350K / mo in salaries & benefits.
This was a fixed expense so no matter how much revenue we made, we were always paying
that out. Because of that, I made the decision to reduce the team size.
On August 12, 2021, seven hardworking and talented LaunchBoom team members lost their
jobs. It was hard for everyone, but thankfully, it seemed that things were heading in the right
direction. In Q4, we were able to turn a profit. Unfortunately, things didn’t head in the right
direction for long.

The bubble pops
In Q1 of 2022, we experienced another huge drop in leads. We experienced a -58% net loss in
January alone, and it seemed that the whole market bubble had popped.
Maybe it was inflation. Maybe it was the stock market dropping like crazy. Maybe it was the
stimulus money drying up. Maybe it was all of that and more. But whatever it was, we needed to
make a change to our business.
This time, I wasn’t just going to reduce the team size. I wanted to make the structure of the
business simpler.
So at the beginning of April I laid off 8 more LaunchBoom team members and gave a
presentation to everyone that remained about the new direction.
Instead of trying to scale the agency, we were going to make the agency more boutique. The
agency’s main value was leverage in the form of (1) marketing content and (2) credibility. We’d
use that leverage to scale the consulting programs.

We shifted many team members into new positions to complete the new change. And by the
end of Q2, we had turned a profit again. Like before, things seemed to be heading in the right
direction, but then something else happened.

I break
This crisis was different than before. It wasn’t a massive drop off in leads. This time, I had one of
the most key members of leadership quit.
His name was Clint, and we were working very closely together to move him into a COO
position. He was doing exceptional work in helping us understand our numbers. I had a call
scheduled with him in June that was supposed to be about mapping out his transition to COO.
I got on the call and remember telling him how excited I was. But I could tell something was
wrong. He told me he was sorry, but he took a job at Power Digital – a company who had
already recruited three other team members.
I wasn’t mad at Clint or Power Digital. I’m happy for both. It was an amazing opportunity at a
great company.
But something broke in me after that call.
I questioned my capabilities as a leader. I questioned LaunchBoom’s future. I questioned my
own self-worth. And I knew there was no one else to blame for my problems other than myself.
Personally, I knew I needed to make a change.

Reflection on what I want
After Clint gave me the news, I took a day off because I was feeling so overwhelmed. This
sense of overwhelm manifested as feelings of lack of control in my life and business. And I
knew that without that sense of control and clarity, I wouldn’t be able to lead my team out of our
challenges. So I decided I needed to reflect on what I wanted first.
I reflected on a lot that day, but here were my three main takeaways:
1. I want a business that’s simple: the company had become too complex
2. I want to spend more time building: most of my time was spent on stuff I hated
3. I want to focus on a more exciting problem: the problem we were solving with the
agency wasn’t that important to me anymore (more on that later)
All of these realizations were huge wake up calls, but especially the third one.

If I’m not excited about the future, why would I expect the company to grow? Why would people
follow me? And most importantly, why would I want to continue down the same path?
After asking these questions, it became very clear what I needed to do. Every hard decision I
made leading up to this point was getting me closer to this answer, but now I finally had the
clarity & courage to make it happen.
In July, we decided to dissolve the agency and focus 100% of our efforts on solving a new
problem.
Because of this, we laid off 16 team members, which was over half of the team at the time. Just
like the previous layoffs, it was incredibly hard for everyone, but this time it was different. We
weren’t just reducing our expenses, we were fundamentally changing our business model into
something that was much more scalable.
Before I talk about the future of LaunchBoom, I want to say that I was and still am proud of what
we accomplished as an agency.
●
●
●
●

We raised over $100M.
We worked with over 1,000 product creators.
We were the first to offer product validation services with our program called TestBoom.
We created the Reservation Funnel system to build way more qualified prelaunch email
lists.

Our innovations in the prelaunch are now used by every other crowdfunding agency, and I love
that. But like we had done before, I realized it was time to innovate once again… which brings
us to LaunchBoom’s future.

The future of LaunchBoom
I had realized that the typical crowdfunding agency model was flawed.
If you didn’t know, it’s really expensive to work with a crowdfunding agency. You’ll easily spend
$25K+ in fees and potentially more in commissions. And with only about 1% of the market ever
hitting $100K on crowdfunding, it doesn’t make financial sense for most.
But even most campaigns that raise more than $100K don’t need to work with an agency either.
For example, Boona followed our new program, raised $774,113 on Kickstarter, and didn’t pay
any expensive agency fees…
But I digress.

My point is that the agency business we had been building before was solving a problem for a
tiny group of people. And I wasn’t called to solve that problem anymore. Instead, I wanted to
solve a different problem for a much bigger market – one that was very underserved.
How?
The answer to that question is what gets me so excited. Today, we have 18 team members
focused on building the solution.
We are building the LaunchBoom Platform: an online platform that empowers product
creators, founders, and entrepreneurs to build profitable 7-figure businesses through
crowdfunding & ecommerce. Our goal is to take the strategies of agencies and make them
accessible to everyone for a fraction of the cost.
We aren’t starting from scratch. Since 2020, we have been building our consulting business unit.
And the whole time, it’s been growing sustainably and profitably. That business unit is the seed
that is sprouting into the LaunchBoom Platform.
Realizing the vision for the platform will take time, but here’s what we offer now:
1. LaunchBoom Accelerator: we help you have a successful product launch through
crowdfunding
2. ScaleBoom: we help you scale to $100K / mo through ecommerce
Within each program you get:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Expert consultants: work 1 on 1 and in group settings with LaunchBoom experts who
guide you through our system
Software: proprietary software that will let you execute all our strategies easily without
extra cost
Audiences: access our 6M+ backer database to be used for your advertisements
Knowledgebase: detailed, yet easy to understand video lessons so you can understand
every part of the system
Community: chat with other product creators in the community platform
Partner network: whether you need product renderings or video production, connect
and work with specialists vetted by LaunchBoom and get discounts on their services

These past 4 months have felt like when we first started LaunchBoom. The team is excited. We
move fast and as one unit.
Because we fundamentally changed the business model, the business is healthy. We’re growing
again, but this time with a much more stable and scalable foundation. Which will allow us to
serve even more product creators, founders and entrepreneurs.

On a personal note, without the complexity of the previous business model, I’m building again.
I’m creating content again. I’m happy. And I know it’s making me a much better leader.
But as you can tell, getting here was hard. I learned so much about myself, building a business,
and being a CEO. So I’ll finish off this beast of a newsletter with some of my biggest lessons.

What I learned
The original inspiration for this newsletter was to share the lessons I had learned from going
through this pivot. But then I thought it wouldn’t make much sense to just explain the lessons
without also explaining the story. I will admit the story turned out to be muuuuuch longer than I
thought, but we’ve made it to the end… woohoo!
So now it’s time to share the top 10 lessons I learned from the pivot:
1. Good leaders are selfish (at times): Before I wasn’t clear on exactly what I wanted and
how my business would fulfill those wants. Because of that, I wasn’t showing up as the
best leader for my team. Now, I’m very clear on what I want to build, how I want my days
to look, and I'm a much better leader because of it.
2. Simplicity is a business strategy: At one point, we had 10 different service offerings. It
was like running multiple businesses under one, and it was stressful. Now, we
understand that focusing on less allows us to do more.
3. Without vision, nothing else matters: Before this pivot, my vision of LaunchBoom’s
future wasn’t clear. Now, it’s written down, the team knows it, and I reflect on it regularly
to see if anything should change.
4. Profit > revenue: Everything used to be about revenue growth and as long as we were
profitable, I was okay with it. But profit is a better indicator of how efficient the business
is in creating value. Now, we seek to maximize our profits.
5. Knowing your P&L ≠ knowing your numbers: For years, I tried to manage the
business mostly by looking at our P&L. But the P&L reports on lagging metrics. Now, I
understand our leading metrics that predict the lagging metrics. This allows me to truly
manage the business much more effectively.
6. Never lose connection to your customer: As the business became more complex, I
became disconnected from our customers. I lost touch with the problems they were
facing, and it made me an ineffective leader. Now, I speak with customers every week,
and I constantly seek to solve their problems faster.
7. Life can change very fast: I went from feeling on top of the world to losing multiple
six-figures and reducing the team size by 72% in a year. Now, I understand how quickly
everything can change.
8. Never stop creating content: Once we started growing in 2020, I stopped creating
content because I was so busy with managing the operation. Now, I create content
everyday, and it leads to a huge amount of personal and professional growth.

9. When everyone is winning, we’re in a bubble: In 2020, everyone in the crowdfunding
and ecommerce space was growing like crazy. Now, I understand how unsustainable
bubbles are, and I must build a business that can withstand the pop.
10. Hiring should be the last option, not the first: I used to use hiring as a way to solve
most problems in the business. Now, we try to hire the least amount of people we can by
creating operational efficiencies first.
The last few years have been hard, but I don’t regret anything. Each phase of the journey has
left me with a new lesson that I don’t intend on forgetting. Now, more than ever, I feel so lucky
that I get to wake up everyday and build the LaunchBoom Platform.
So if you made it this far, what do you think? I’d love to hear your thoughts, questions, or even
your biggest lesson learned in business. Please shoot me back a reply.
Also, I’m hosting a free live webinar this Thursday! I’ll be diving deep into our Test, Launch,
Scale framework and how you can use it to launch your ecommerce business. In case you
didn’t know, I hate fluff. So this presentation will be no different. Just actionable tactics you can
use right away.
Click here to learn more and save your seat
See you there!

